Textual rectifications: (Pagination refers to new printing)

2-4: As amended 3/21/07 (Faculty Council)
12: G.1.-“student’s” changed to “students’.”
14: Added comma after “Council” in opening sentence.
17: Added footnote to reference 1940 Statement
18: Changed “not” back to “nor” in last sentence to rectify error in previous printing.
   Added reference to interpretation in Appendix R.
   B1.- Changed “see” to “See” in beginning parenthetical remark.
   Changed “years’ salaries” to “year’s salary”
22: “Tenure Committee” capitalized in third sentence of opening paragraph.
   C-“Handbook” capitalized in first sentence.
   C- “Promotion Committee” capitalized in second last paragraph
23: Numbers “30” and ”14” written out.
   Added references to interpretation in Appendix P.
24: IV.-“Faculty” capitalized in two occurrences in second paragraph.
25: “faculty” capitalized in “faculty rights” in first paragraph
   “committee” capitalized in first sentence of second paragraph.
   “faculty” in “faculty member” capitalized in second sentence of second paragraph.
   “committee” capitalized in first sentence of third paragraph.
26: A.3- “the University Bulletins” changed to “University bulletins.’
27: D.1- “nonreappointment” changed to “nonreappointment.”
31: Changed “anyone” to “any one” in fourth sentence of first full paragraph.
32: capitalized “board” in second full sentence.
33: C.1_ “this” capitalized on first line.
   C.6- “leaves” capitalized.
41: A.- “Proposal for amendments” replaced by “Proposed amendments.” This clarifies
   that amendments put forth by any of those listed cannot be changed once proposed
   as indicated in parts B and C.
   E.- Comma added after “Council” in first sentence.